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**Title word cross-reference**

2 [VSS+13, Wal18], 2564 [IKY+10]. 3
[AKW19, ARR99, BGM15, CSGM17,
FIMU19, GGS01, HSLK11, KC18, PR95,
SSCF19, THL88]. 2 [AMC+18], 3 [KPST18].
α [TKSK88], d = 2 [BRT+92], H [YIYD19],
CH + H2 \rightleftharpoons CH_{3} \rightleftharpoons CH_{2} + H [ASW91],
CuO_{2} [SSSW91]. ILU [SZ11]. k [TNLP13],
K_{2} [CBW95]. LU

[BLRR01, DD89, DD91, IGDQO19, YZC+15].
M \times N [BYCB05, DP05, JLO05]. N
[HJ96, SWW94, DAB+12, FT19, RTRG+07].
* [NC18].

-Body
[HJ96, SWW94, RTRG+07, DAB+12, FT19].
-D
[SSCF19, ARR99, GGS01, PR95, THL88].
-matrix [YIYD19].
Applied [VLRA+03, BE17, IKMS+19].

Applying [Dem09, LDGR03, MBHF15], Approach [BYCB05, DZ07, FBW+87, KS09b, LDB+06, NTKP06, Sha88, uITH07, Spr06, DCM+17, FTB13, GS18, HL+19, HGWN14, IGDQO19, KBY+19, MGB12, MP18, MJDB16, PNFC16]. Approaches [SWHP05, MJGL13]. Approximate [Cho01, HFV+12]. Approximation [DGJ09]. Aqueous [PRT90]. Architectural [Gro03, TXD+07]. Architecture [BAA+06, Hu03a, HWP03, Ish91, KBA00, KFM+10, SC04b, MMDA19].

Architectures [BFLL99, GD09, HDV18, HLV00, HSLK11, MS02, RW03, RS03, SSQ08, AKC+19, BSK14, HFV+12, IMH+11, IMH+12, JO92, KILL13, LNSMMA15, STP+13, Udd17, VOL+14, YFS+14]. Area [DFP+96, MYCR06, MAJS03, NBB+96, Rad18]. Argonne [Don89]. ARION [HLP+03]. Arising [Ma00]. Arithmetic [BSBF99, Gro03, LH19]. ARMCI [NTKP06]. Army [Aus92]. Array [BBDR95, CY+02, JO92]. Arrays [HC08, NPT+06, CBD+17, DFT+15, Wall18]. Arrival [Wit92]. Artificial [Ano87d, YME19]. ASCII [PK04]. Aspects [RW03, ZO90]. Aspen [SVPB13].


Asynchrony [WWA+11]. Atmosphere [DEE+12, HAF+96, MS05, MW12, TD08, AGC+19, EAG+19]. Atmospheric-Ocean [HAF+96]. Atmospheric [ARR99, DFS+05, GGS01, WD05, AWWG19, MKM+19]. atom [TSH+19]. Atomic [HB90, IHMM87, LRT07, SYF96].


B [An02h, An01a, An02g]. B.E. [BPBL11]. Babel [EKD+12]. Back [BPBL11, BIC+10, BBD+17]. Balance [BG09]. Balanced [BFNV07]. Balancing [GS05, GLGL11, ZBMK11]. Band [Tho90]. Banded [An02k]. bandwidth [CIWI17]. Based [AM00, CY08, CLP+99, DCL+08, FSC+11, GGS01, GRC08, Gro03, GSB04, Hu03, Key09, MWM+08, Nak99, Num04, PGTS10, PPK09, PBA09, QH08, SG07, TCW06, TC10, VDB04, WPB01, ATL+15, BGM15, BE17, BEW16, BAP+12, CBM13, CHT+19, CZR+11, CCB18, DSH+16, DAB+12, EDB19, FTB13, GSA+19, GDS17, HTD+14, HHL+15, HLP+03, JKD+11, JDD18, JKBW18, LM03, MGB12, MSHPV18, MJGL13, NC18, PSV+16, STH+13, Sta19, SDI+19, SPNB14, TR17, TPG+18, WLW19, WZH17, YZC+15, YWW+14, ZZZ+14].

Basic [Gir02, JO92, KJH96, Don02a, Don02b]. basis [EKF+19, LDLD19]. Batched [HDL+15]. Bay [WLW+96]. Bayesian [KPST18]. Beambeam3D [SSQ08]. Beamforming [CYT+02]. Bearing [FFNP97]. Behavior [AK93, DCN17].
...
Computer-Aided [MM90]. Computers [Ano87f, BOD+91, BBA87, BH99, CDH+93, CDP+94, EDS95, FG97, FFPN97, GP93, Gun00, IS96, Jon92, Men88, CGST19].

Computing

[ATN+00, Ano87a, Ano87d, Ano94c, Ano95b, Ano98b, Ano98a, Ano99, Ano00, Ano01b, Ano92, BV11, BM12, BM13, BGI+99, BAA+06, BRT+92, Bus87, CWHF99, DF18, Dar00, Dem90, Don89, DT99, DMT01, DT11, DT17, DCL+08, Edel93, EDSV06, EW06, Ewi88, Eyr06, FGC+97, FGJ+04, Gaf88, GHM+10, GMWG10, GNTLH97, GL97, HME90, Her09, JLL04, JSSZ09, Joh01, KDH11, Kep04a, KT99, Kuc04, KHK+09, KS05, LJC+10, LD07, MPS15, Ma90, MYCR06, Mar87a, Mat95, ME14, PP09, PA11, Rao02, RAGW93, Sab91, Sal87, SKB01, Ste01, Ste04, SFP02, SK10, THDCo9, Wai03, YBA+03, ABH+18, AFGQO19, AMB+18, ARPY19, BE17, BTRZ+19, BLOR18, BAP+12, CGW19, DTD14, DHL16, DT19, DAC+14, ECG+13, EDB19, EKD+12, Fem90, FKA+17, GR17, Har11, IYK16, IFA15, JDsA+17, KT94].

computing [LDLD19, LBB17, MEK+19, MFB+19, MCU+13, PPC+16, SWA11, STS17, TLPN13, VSH14, WZHG17, WD19, ZKRA14, Lee03, Ano94a, Ano95a, Ano96a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97a].

Computing-Numerical [THDC90].

concurrency [DGB+14]. Concurrent [AH93, BMW87, Fr91, BGR91]. Conference [Gaf88, OL05, KKD03].

Configuration [AEPR92, LTPK17, LB17]. Configuring [PPK+04]. Confined [ACG+90]. Confinement [BGB+18].

Conjugate [AH93, CSV91, MG87, DHL16, KMM16, PSV+16, PF16].

conjugate-gradient [DHL16]. Connecting [BKS+07]. Connection [Ano87d, Don87, BJ92, CC95, GKH+91, HZ91]. Conquer [Cza03]. consensus [KDNE18].

conservation [LH19]. Consistent [KS09a].

Consortium [GS09]. Constant [MP94].

Constrained [FSS13, LJ+10, NKR90, IK18]. constraint [DAB+12]. constraint-based [DAB+12].

Constraints [CY08, GSHL03, BLOR18, LCZ+15].

cost [PS12]. consumption [BLOR18, CCGC+16]. Contaminant [ABF+99].

content [LFB+15, MRD+15]. content-aware [MRD+15]. Context [KDH11, QH08, YBA+03, CZR+11].


contrast [RPdB+19]. Contributors [Ano91b, Ano91a, Ano92g, Ano96c, Ano96a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano98a].

Control [AK91, AK93, Dar00, DFH+96, VR00, HRW19, WDW+12]. Controlled [DS+91].

Controllers [MFOAGE18]. controlling [OF17]. converge [CCBL18]. Convergence [BBR10, DFS+05]. convex [SH93].

Cooperative [DBA+09, DCL+08, kLCCW07, IK18]. Coordinate [YRA+02]. Coordinated [FP02]. coprocessor [VEMR17].

coprocessors [HLS+17]. Copy [SWHP05].

CORBA [PPR03]. Core [Bri10, DFS+05, MS05, AKC+19, BBG+14, BH12, CAE+13, DEX+12, DDKK19, KDH11, KILL13, LMT+12, LDW+12, LNSMMA15, MSPSI15, PSV+16, SSR+14, TKA+17, Udd17, VEMR17, VRB+19, VOL+14, YFS+14, GLZS14]. cores [DJ+19, FU12, INY+14, LYL+16]. Cornell [Mer87]. correction [AG18, YFS+14].

Correlating [CS+14]. correlation [CLG13, GHL15]. Correspondence [BH99, IS96, PTGB02, WLB92].

Corrigendum [Ano19]. Cortical [WW92].

Coscheduling [BL99, CAK+07]. Cost [LJ+10, PPK09, TR17].

Cost-Constrained [LJ+10]. Coulomb
Derived [SWHP05, MDH+18]. deriving [IGDQO19, MBvdG13]. describing [ABH+18]. Design

[AEG+03, BGI+99, BBH+13, BBMB19, BRM03, BH06, CE00, CLP+99, CTD+05, Dar00, DZRS99, DFH+96, DJC05, EGMP93, FGC+05, GJMS88, GCCC+03, GHM+10, GD09, KS09b, PPK09, SD87, BG11, DTL19, UZM+14, UCZ+15, Mar87a]. Designing [RWM17, SWHP05, SKS+13]. Desmos [SDI+19]. Detailed [EDS95, SBBS06].

Detection

[CBL10, YZC+15, AG18, BSS15, HGMW12, KDNE18, VOL+14, WLG+18, ZCZ+13].

Detector [DZDR95, Ano19, BBG+18]. Determination [BHK+88, CSY10].

Determined [CGB+94]. Deterministic [DR06, DMSMG18, SLL+19, DEUS, RAB+15]. developed [CVJ12].

Developing [THDC09, PPC+16].

Development [Ano01a, BCC+01, BBD00, Dar99, HL00, HRM89, Kal09a, LC90, LD07, MM90, MS19, PPS09, Eri88].

Development/Tuning [Kal09a].

Developments [YSS+06]. device [Lai93, OF17]. Devices


Dielectric [ZOF90]. Diet [CD06].

Difference [CC95, THL88, EKF+19].

different [LWT+11]. Differential [Key09, Meu88, KS89, RMS+18].

differentiation [HHSI91]. diffraction [EEL15]. Diffusion

[BFNV07, EDS95, SG91, TWK87, LMT+12].

Diffusion-Limited [TWK87].

diffusion/filtering [LMT+12]. Digital [MP93, YFH+96, GHL15]. dilation [LST15]. Dimensional

[BCZM07, CSY10, EGG05, LT90, MT89, BE17, KS89, KRR19, LSS93, YFS+14].

Dimensionality [BFLL99]. Dimensions [TWK87]. Dip [LT90]. Dipole [DGJ09].

Direct

[Bri10, CM97, HVWS09, HVSW09, LWL05].

Direction [Mah90]. Directionally [SZZC12].

Directions [Fol90a]. Discharge [YW93].

discontinuous [AWW19]. Discovery

[AEG+03, AAF+01, ASA19, AEG+03].

Discrete

[DGJ09, Ham91, DMSMG18, Mon12].

discretizations [LI19]. discriminating [SKS+13]. disembarking [GDS17]. Disk

[KNP+87]. Dislocation [HSLK11].

Disordered [KLY+90]. dispel4py

[FKAl17]. Dispelling [Ano87c].

Dissemination [GL97]. Dissolution

[Cla91]. Distance [HME90, KR11].

Distances [KTL18]. Distributed

[AKP08, AF09, BGG05, BFLL99, BGF02, CWHHP99, CYT+02, CLF87, CB95, Dec10, DFMD94, DCCS10, EDSV06, GKN+96, GGS01, Gir02, HC10, HD05, HvV18, JMP02, KT99, LWO89, MYC06, MVR+87, Mat95, MCW+00, Nag89, NKP+00, QWIC02, Rao02, RBM87, SWG+03, SPNB14, YIY19, YRA+02, ZRC+06, dPlA03, ABH+18, CBD+17, EBB19, GEKO19, JRT16, JO92, THDS19].

Distributed-Memory

[MCW+00, YIY19].

Distributing

[CBBS01]. Distribution [TCW06, TC10].

Distributions [DZ07]. Divide [Cza03].

Divide-and-Conquer [Cza03]. dividends

[DTL19].

Divisible [DLG06, MYC06].

Division

[Bus87, Don89]. DNA

[DTDP14, HB90, MP18, PRT90]. Docking

[GHM+10]. DOE [HBSM03]. Domain

[Cha88, CDH+97b, GCD97, Lai93, Meu88, WCD99, CSGM17, IKMS+19].

Domain-Specific [CDH+97b]. Donation

[TCW06]. Donation-Based [TCW06].

Double [PRT90]. Drift [BFNV07].

Drift-Diffusion [BFNV07]. Drive

[HE01, PPS09]. Driven [CHZ02, DCL+08, YB07, BTRZ+19, DAB+12].

drug

[MSPS15]. Dual [BBC+00, FT19, ISH91].
Dual-Level [BBC+00]. Duration [CY08].
DV [TKSK88]. DV-X [TKSK88].
Dynamic [AAB+01, ABAS87, BCM+03, BG00, CY08, DLY+98, DFMD04, GFD05, HWP03, IMB+19, SCB+95, SVN09, TM99, LGDH16, MJD16, SCB+14]. Dynamical [DFS+05, FBW+87, HT04b, MS05, SWW94, DEE+12, DDKK19, LMT+12]. Dynamics [ACD07, BMT89, CGB+97, Cha88, CWG09, DQFW90, DGD+04, Gen88, Gun00, HL10, HSLK11, JL89, KVY+90, MP94, Nak99, NHG+96, PRT90, RBMF87, SK90, ABH+18, AKC+19, AKW19, CHW+15, HXW+13, KKL+19, SDI+19].

E-Science [HWP03, HT04a]. Early [GKN+96, GNTLH97, HG991, Kal09a, SLG95]. Earth [DVW+12, ES+12, MEK+19, CTD+05, CVJ+12, DEL+12, I+10]. earthquake [AHB+16, CMS+11, BAM+16]. earthquake-cycle [AHB+16]. ease [MFOAGE18]. EC2 [Pap11]. ECG [Arn07]. ECJ [CdVL+18]. Ecological [WBG06]. Econometric [ABAS87, GP93, PS87]. Economic [BE07, LC90, NKR90, SG07]. Economic-Based [SG07]. Economics [AK91]. Ecosystem [WBG06, AFGQO19]. Eddy [CK+01]. edge [BTRZ+19, CSGM17, Rad18]. edge-emitting [Rad18]. edge-FEA [CSGM17]. edge-to-cloud [BTRZ+19]. editor [DT18, DT19, WD19, DT17, WD18, dA03]. Editorial [CD+97a, Don92, DT09, Mar92, Mar94, Wit92]. Editors [BM13]. Education [Mah90, Sab91, KT94]. Effect [SKSG19]. Effective [BCK+89, Pan97]. effectiveness [TR17]. Effects [WBMY90, Haj93]. Efficacy [GWKN08]. Efficiency [ABAS87, DFS+05, GMH+10, ATD17, ECG+13, JdSA+17, MJD16, SFLC18, UZM+14]. Efficient [ACG+99, AEP+92, BRR17, CDG+14, DMT97, GMLP08, HS93, KCG92a, KCG92b, KKL+19, KUE+00, LR09, LR010, LP10, MG87, MFP+17, OW098, SC04a, TD08, BBMB19, KV19, LNSMMA15, MMDA19, Ozw16, RMV+19, SDI+19, TKA+17, Wall+18].
eigenvalue [HTD+14]. Eigenvalues [HS93, Tis97, UF89].

Electronic [DZV91, TMW+99, HTD+14, HIT+14]. electrophysiology [BSW+14]. Electroweak [BGK+90]. Element [AJL+97, BBA87, DFS+05, EGG05, FSN08, GCD97, KMR95, MMD98, MS02, THC+96, de 89, AFL+18, BS+14, DW+19, DEE+12, EAG+19, MGS+15, Mon12, PH19, SCKW19]. Eliminating [HM+90].

Embedded [KPR+17, Kko1]. Embedded/ [KK01]. emergency [GDS+17]. emerging [HFV+12, IMH+11, IMH+12, WD19].

emitting [Rad18]. Empirical [VDB04, CBM13]. Employing [GVF+18]. emulation [BAP+12, LST+15]. Enabled [CD06, CD97, CBB+04, DDD+06, MWM+08, DSH+16, LLD19]. Enabling [AGR+03, BTRZ+19, DGB+14, FKT01, Site09b].
Encoder [BKR+09]. Encoding [DL+98]. encryption [KV+19]. End [BV11, GHM+10, LD07, KNI+08, PA11, Rao02, SC09].
End-To-End [GHM+10, Rao02, SC09].

Endangered [BB02]. Endmember [HC08]. endpoints [DGB+14]. energetic [GSK+15].
energies [PUR94]. Energy [BE+90, ECG+13, HTSK90, HHM87, LTPK17, LWT+11, Mir90, SGFC09, YCHH90, ZOF90, ATD17, BRGR11, BLOR18, BBMB19, CHT+19, EJD+19, JdSA+17, LRLG19, SKSG19, Kit90].
energy-efficient [BBMB19].
Energy-optimal [LTPK17]. energy-saving
Engine

Engine-Driven [DCL+08]. Engineering

Evaluation [WVL+16]. Enhanced [BPK+07].

Enhancement [AAC+97, WT99].

Enhancements [BDG+95]. Enhancing [FSC+11, HLW+16]. Ensemble

ETA [LR09, LRO10, BE17, LNSMMA15, SH93].

Entropy [CBW95]. entry [CSGM17].

Environmental [DLY+98, TMMR10].

Environments [Ano01a, CCH+88, DD91, DLB07, GL97, MM90, dPiAd03, ABH+18, ASAK19, ARPY19, KKL+19, LSS93, WVL+96].

Epiphan [VEMR17]. epistasis [WLG+18].

Equation [BFLL99, BEF+95, Fro91, IKY+10, Key09, EKF+19, KRR19].

Equation-Based [Key09]. Equations

Equilibrium [NK90].

Equilibrium [NP93, NK89]. Era

[BM13, ME14, BM12, Con88]. Erratum

error [BSS15]. Errors

Estimates [LS06, McN89]. Estimation

Estimated [LR09, LRO10, BE17, LNSMMA15, SH93].

ETA [DD89]. ETA-10P [DD89]. Ethylene

[DV88]. Eulerian [INY+14]. European

[ISD9, MHW15, PHB04]. EUROPV

[LO05]. EUROPV/MI [OL05].

EuroPV [KDD03]. EV7

KHP+04]. evacuation [GDS17]. Evaluate

[WG90]. Evaluating

BBDR95, GFD05, LRG+16, VC89, YFS+14].

Evaluation

[ATN+00, ABF+08, Ano87b, BCK+89, BIC+10, BFNV07, BG02, BDG+00, CDQS04, CLP+99, KHP+04, NOM+19, RBL08, SWHP05, WOG95, YIN+11, AKP+18, BBG+14, HIT+14, NMI+19].

Evaluations [PPK09]. Event

[NRR97, BE16, DAB+12]. event-based [BEW16]. event-driven [DAB+12]. Events

[BG00, JDAD19]. Eviction [BH06].

Evolution [DAC+14, LBP18, WJS+90].

evolutionary [CdV+18, hDV+18]. Exact

[ZZ93]. Example [NBB+96]. ExaSAT

[UCZ+15]. Exascale

[AF09, Cap09, CGG+09, DBA+09, DBM+11, GD90, GL90, Her09, Kol09b, KS09a, KS09b, LAV09, Lue09, Lus09a, MNN09, PPS09, SG09b, SC09, Ste09b, BCR+14, MEK+19, SWA+14, UCZ+15, VFJ+15, YB12].

Excited [WLC91]. Excited-State

[WLC91]. Excitation [RAGW93].

Executing [WG07]. Execution

[MS09, AHB+16, DAB+12, JDD18, KILL13, TKA+17]. executions [RV15].

Exhaustive [PS12]. Expand [GCC+03]. expansion [AMC+18].

[Exps+08]. Expand [KMPJ08]. Expect

[Pan92]. Expectation [Am98].

Experience [HGD91, YHG+07].

Experiences

[DD06, GKN+96, Ren92, ZKRA14].

Experiment [HME90]. Experimental

[BCC+06, EGMP93, JW06, KGBK, KLJ87, PB19]. Experimentation [Ano87a].

Experiments

[AAM+01, AK91, Gir02, Pr95]. Explicit

[WBG06, EAG+19, AGC+19]. Exploiting

[Bri10, SCR11, WWA+19].

Exploration [KPM+96, BBMB19].

Explore [JLL04]. Exploring

[CCO+96, BDA+19].

Expression [RS03]. Expressions

[BBDR95]. expressive [CRS+19].

Extended [Ano02b]. Extending

[GRC08, Pap11, LRG+16]. Extensible

[CK+05, KHS+19]. Extension
face [CdVL+18]. Facility [Ano87a, Don89]. FACOM [HHM87]. Factor [DH96].
Factorization [DD89, DD91, IGDQ19, Jea13, YIYD19]. factorizations [DEKV92]. Failure [GCSDK13, KS05, Ano19, BBH+13, BBG+18, KDNE18]. failures [SWA+14, TNLP13].
Fermions [NTD10]. Fermions-Database [ZK93]. Fernbach [Mar91]. FETI [GCD97, RMV+19]. FFT [Bai88, GGS01, KMP08, Wad99].
FFT-Based [GGS01]. Field [BC08, HSLK11, PUR94, VSHN14]. File [BIC+10, GCCC+03, LRT07, kLCCW07, HLRW+16]. Film [MD99]. films [GSK+15]. filter [LGDH16]. filtering [LMT+12].
Financial [BE07, HZ91]. Finding [dRADS+18b, FCLG07]. Fine [ACM88, BBG+10, LH18, WvNM+06, HTD+14].
Fine-Grain [ACM88]. Fine-Grained [BBG+10, WvNM+06, LH18, HTD+14].
Finite [AJL+97, BBA78, CC95, CBV97, EGG05, GCD97, KM95, MM09, MS02, MS05, PH19, PLS05, THC+96, THL88, de 89, AFL+18, BSF+19, DWT+19, EKF+19, LH19, SCKW19]. Finite-Element [MS02, BSF+14]. Finite-Volume [MS05, LH19]. First [DFQFW90, GKN+96, TMWS91, HIT+14, MMDA19].
first-principles [HIT+14]. fixed [BSK14].
[ABF+99, DD06, HJK88, PGTS10, RKKC90, SS89, SK90, FIMU19, HHSM19, KDH18, LSS93, WvNM+06]. Fine-Grained [MMDA19].
Fluid-Structure [KT99, KC18].
Fluorinated [DFC90]. fly [GSA+18]. Fock [MMDA19, CLM+16, KKKC98, TMW+99].
focused [JRT16]. Footprint [JMC05]. force [PUR94]. Forecasting [MHW15].
Forecasts [MHW15]. forests [PNFC16].
format [GG14, GGO16]. Forming [CM97].
Fortran [KR05, DL97, KR94]. Fortran90 [LJ00]. Forum [Don02a, Don02b].
Forward [AK93, Luc09, THL88, HLRW19].
Foundation [Web91, Blo87]. Four [Tho90].
Four-Band [Tho90]. Fourier [KNN+87, LDW+12, MJ04, SDF19].
FPGA [HC08, MHS11, PC08a, RGB+18].
FPS [LT88]. Fracture [BG00, LPP+16].
Framework [CAY+07, DGJ09, IYV04].
PGTS10, SSB+05, SB04, TMMR10, vLRA+03, FKA+17, GEKO19, JBOT19, MBC+18, MS19, PPC+16, PB19, SE12, SMZ+18, TDG+19, YWL+14, CTD+05.

Frankenstein [Wit92], Free [MT89, LBB17]. Free-Lagrange [MT89].

freedom [TAM+16]. Frequency [TC10, CSGM17, SKSG19]. front [FIMU19].

Frontwidth [BMWDE87]. FTS [BE18].

Fueling [Her91]. Fujitsu [Ish91]. Full [AEPR92, JRT16, LK01, RAB+15, THC+11]. Full-wave [JRT16].

fully [HR97, YW93, CH13, EAG+19]. Fun [RAGW93].

function [ODD07, PPK09, ZOF90, EKF+19]. function-generated [EKF+19].

Functional [LR07]. Functions [LS06].

Fundamental [MR90]. Fusion [ACG+90, GBB+18, DSD+91, FWSW02, FP02, YK04, WET+19]. Future [BSBF89, HBSM03, Wi87, BAP+12, DPA+18]. FV [LMT+12].

fv3 [SDF+17]. FVCOM [Cow08]. FX [DD91]. FX/80 [DD91].

G [MCS+06]. G2 [Cot04]. Galaxies [Her91, NBB+96]. GameLin [AWW91].

Games [EGMP03]. GANESH [BPK+07].

Gap [SS99]. Gas [CH94, LRBS89, MKG90].

Gases [WBMY90]. GASIPI [SKZ+18, SIC+19]. Gate [HCC08]. Gather [TRS+10].

Gauge [Mor89a]. GEMM [NTD10]. Gene [MAB+13, RS03, YIN+11, GNB11, KMH+14, SU+12]. Gene/P [MAB+13, GNB11, SU+12]. Gene/Q [KMH+14].

General [PLS05, VC89, BE17, CRS+19, MMH11].

general-purpose [BE17]. generalized [HTD+14, GLGBK+11]. generated [EKF+19].

generation [DE03, HT04a, KMPJ08, BAP+12, LDDL19, MFB+19, MMDA19, TRS13, VRB+19, ZKRA14].
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SCB+95, SR05, TXD+07, TRG05, YLL+14,
ABH+18, BRGR11, BH12, FIMU19,
IMW+13, KES+17, NMAE13, SDJ17,
SHK+18, UZM+14, YWL+14].
Optimizations [PSV+16, DCD+13, Jea13,
PUR94, WKLW19]. Optimize
[KKCB98, GVF+18]. Optimized
[MS92, THDS19, IK18]. Optimizing
[AKC+19, DDKK19, FSS13, GG11, KILL13, MAB+13, MCG04, Mor89a, TGT05, WCE95, WCDS99, EJD+19]. Optorsin [BCM+03]. Order [CC95, uITH07, THL88, CZR+11, LH19, OGM+16, SCKW19, THDS19]. ordering [Wal18]. orderings [AKW19]. ordinates [DMSMG18]. Organic [CBL06]. Organization [FWSW02, FT01].

Organized [BGF02]. Organizing [CBL06, GHZ10]. Oriented [Hua03, NHG+96, CMN12]. Orography [GS05]. oscillatory [SPHW18]. OSWALD [RGB+19]. other [CBA+18]. Our [WW92].

outlooks [RAB+15]. output [LCZ+15, WVL+16]. Overarching [Kep04b]. Overhead [MSMW07].

Overheads [BCG+10, GNB11]. Overlap [BBDR95, BRU05, INY+14]. Overlapping [PR95, DJ1+19]. overview [KBW+19].

Overview [AGR+03, DFP+96, DJC05].

P [MAB+13, GNB11, SSU+12]. P4 [Mat95]. PACE [NKP+00]. Pacific [JO00]. Package [RIF01, SYF96]. Pair [Fro91]. PAM [CEL+97]. PAM-CRASh [CEL+97].

Panel [Sal87]. PANORAMA [DCM+17]. Papers [Lee03, Moh09, OL05, DT11, KKD03].

PAPI [JDAD19]. papillomavirus [ABH+18]. Par-BF [LGDH16]. Paradigm [BGB+96, DCL+08]. Parallel [AWS01, AAC+97, AS00, APD+15, AK91, AM00, AHB+16, AEPR92, ABB+94, BG05, BD01, BCCL09, BBB+91a, BCZ07, BOD+91, BYCB05, BK07, BBDR95, BBC+00, BSH+16, BG00, BEF+95, BGB+96, BH09, CCH+88, CCZ07, CE00, CDH+93, CL95, CCBS11, CH94, CBW95, Cho01, CSV91, Chu99, CCL+97, CB95, CM97, CJK+05, DEKV92, DLY+98, Dem90, DIB00, DFS+05, DZRS99, DMT01, DZDR95, Edl93, EG05, ED95, FG97, Gaf88, GCCC+03, GKN+96, GKP97, GDS17, GP93, GGS01, GL97, GKMT00, HKK88, HVWS09, HVSW09, HR97, HDV18, HLW00, HJ96, HT04b, HS93, HZ91, IBC+10, JLO05, JLS09, Jon92, KDL01, KC92a, KC92b, KT99, Kok88, KR11, KS05, LJO05, LPJ98, IWO97, Lus09b, MC90, MS09, MMD08, MA15, MS02, MSMW07, MT89, MWAR+87, MPG93, Mat95, Max02, MD99, MWC+05, McR87].

Parallel [Meu88, MBF+11, Mon89, Mor89b, MSK92, MS95, NKP+00, OWO98, ODD07, Pan92, Pan97, PR95, PPR03, PC08a, PK04, RW03, RSS03, SBF90, SWW94, SABD13, SW01, SS89, SPTT08, Sha88, SCB+95, SM06, SR98, Sim90, SSNM92, SG91, SK92, SBG10, SMW87, TBA+17, TL99, TMW+99, TR92, Tis97, TD08, UB95, VLO+08, VSH14, WSCZ05, WG07, YRA+02, YHG+07, YY93, Ytt97, ZK93, ZCZ+13, AKW19, dRADS+18a, dRADS+18b, BLC17, BH12, BCLP17, CSC19, CMHB15, DKT18, DAB+12, DEL+12, DCLS19, EJD+19, GBB18, GHL15, GHHS15, HLW+16, HLS+17, HHS91, IMH+11, IMH+12, ICPSG18, IKMS+19, JD9A+17, KT94, KS9+19, KR91, KES+17, KDH18, KUm89, LPG88, LGDH16, LWT+11, LB18, MFB+19, MJ16, MS91, NMAE13, PH19, RMV+19, SPHW18, Sta19]. parallel [SMZ+18, SB19, TRS13, TPC+18, THDS19, WVL+16, WEPB12, DP05, KJ05, KKD03, KKD05, LK10, Nag89]. Parallel-algorithm [AHB+16]. parallelisation [BSW+14, VSS+13, WSD+14]. Parallelism [ACM88, CFFK+94, MYC92, VRL18, dSSB+08, DMSMG18, Jon12, KDN18]. Parallelization [AJL+97, CBV97, Cow08, Cza03, DGP+97, GCD97, HE01, KM95, LP10, LVA+13, MCW+00, Reu92, WBG06, CIW17, CDG+14, MFP+17, MMDA19, Osz16, SZC12]. Parallelizing [AJL+97]. Parameter [FBB03, SH93]. Parameterizations [WD05]. Parameters [LR09]. ParaScope [CCH+88]. PARCOACH [SCB14]. Park [UB95].
Part [HVWS09, HVSW09, SR05]. Partial [Key09, Men88, RMS'18, KS89, YZC'15]. Participate [Mar87c]. Particle [DR06, DDM87, MB87, MD99, MR90, PGTS10, ABH'18, WET'19]. particle-in-cell [WET'19]. Partition [LQG16]. Partitioned [MHW15, SBG10, ABD'18, ABG'19, LGDH16]. Partitioner [SR05]. Partitioner-Centric [SR05]. Partitioning [LR07, SR05, WCDS99, Ytt97, SABD13]. Partitions [WCE95]. Passing [Ano03d, Ano04b, BC14, BBH'06, BRU05, CWG09, Cot04, GL04, IBC'10, KKD'03, KKD05, LK10, MPI98, SWHP05, TGT05, SMZ'18, ZKRA14, SLG95]. PASSION [BE07, APD'15, SKS'13]. Patterns [Cho01, GRC08, GKB93, SR98, dRADS'18b, BRR17, DKMT18, EEL15, HGMW12, WEPB12]. Patterns/Operators [GRC08]. PC [CDT05, CK01, LWL05, Ste01]. PCs [AWS01]. PDE [CCO'19, CHT'19]. PDEs [Ma00]. Peaks [TC10]. PERFECT [BCK'89]. Performance [AS00, ATN'00, Ano87b, Ano87f, Ano94a, Ano94c, Ano95b, Ano95a, Ano96a, Ano97b, Ano97e, Ano97a, Ano98b, Ano98a, Ano99, Ano00, Ano01a, Ano01b, ARR99, Aus92, Bai88, BGI'99, Bar09, BAA'06, BCK'89, BBHD14, BWB'10, GBB'18, BBA87, BFNV07, BRM03, BRT'92, BBD00, DG07, CDQ04, CWHP99, CC95, CK01, CDP'04, CAK'07, CSY10, CEL'97, CB95, CJK'05, Dar00, Del93, DH96, DG04, DGJ09, DBA'09, ISD89, EAG'19, FGC'05, FGJ'04, FSC'11, FSN08, FFR'10, FU12, Gun00, HIT'14, HVWS09, HVSW09, HR97, HL00, HLV00, HSLK11, IS96, IKY'10, IHMM87, JLL04, JMC05, KBA00, Kep04a, KHP'04, KJ05, KDL01, KWB06, KS09a, Kuc04, KUE'00, LR07, LR09, LS90, LRLG19, LWW05, LD07, MSMW07, Mav02, MA89, Men00, MJ04, MMN09, MSK92, NFK98, NPT'06, NTK06]. Performance [NKP'00, Num04, OOC'08, PKK'04, PB19, PF16, Poz97, PLS05, QHCC17, QWIC02, Rif01, RBL08, SBF90, Sab01, SWHP05, SSQ08, SCB'95, SM06, SVN09, SC09, Spr06, SKB01, Ste04, SBG10, SFP02, SBBS06, SW04, SB19, THC'96, TMW'99, TAR'08, THDC09, VC89, VR00, VDB04, Wad99, WT99, WBF04, WG07, WD05, Yel04, YK04, YIN'11, YSP'05, ZLGS99, AKC'19, ATD17, AKP'18, AFQQ019, BL17, BRGR11, BSH'16, BAP'12, CGGC'16, CGW19, CS14, CZR'11, CMHB15, DTDP14, DCM'17, DWT'19, DWV'12, DH16, DAC'14, ECG'13, EKF'19, EKD'12, Fem90, GV'18, GHL15, GR17, GMWG10, GS18, GSK'15, GGO16, Har11, HLW'16, IYK16, IFA15, JKD'11, JDAD19, KDHI19, KL13, KMM16, LDDL19, LST15, LPB'16, IWT'11, MAB'13, MPS115, MCU'13, MW12, NMAE13, PPC'16, PSV'16, SFLC18, SS'R'14, SZ11, STS17]. performance [SKC01, TR17, TGP19, TKA'17, TNL13, UCZ'15, VRB'19, WL18, WKLW19, WLFH16, WD19]. Periodic [ZBKM11]. PERMAS [AIL'97]. persistent [KV19]. Perspective [Bar09, YHG'07, PS12]. Perspectives [Ano92n, MP95, Sab91]. perturbative [MFP'17]. Pervasive [Ald89]. petaflap [BW17]. petaflaps [TAM'16]. Petascale [Cap09, Her09, BXW'13, WWA'11, JKD'11, MKM'19]. Petascale/Exascale [Cap09]. PEZY [YME19]. PEZY-SC [YME19]. PGAS [GDKW15, NMI'19]. pH [MP94]. Phase [CB10, CDH'93, FWZ91, HSLK11, YCHH90, CR'S'19, KDHI18, RPdB'19, VSH14]. phase-contrast [RPdB'19]. phase-field [VSHN14]. PHAT [MJGL13]. Phi$^{3f}$ [MMDA19]. Photon [MWAR'87].
Processors [Bri10, BDG+00, LR07, LT88, MWAR+87, Mor89b, TMW+99, AGC+19, BBG+14, CZR+11, MBC+18, MPS15, PSV+16, SB19, THH+13, YME19].

Product [MCG04, Eri88, SCKW19].

Production [MS92, MDH+18, SH93].

Productivity [Bar09, FGJ+04, KKS04, Kep04a, Kep04b, Duk04, SB04, Ste04].

Profiling [MSMW07, SGFC09]. Program [Kit90, NHG+96, WG07, Fem90, KJ05, Web91].

Programmability [CCZ07, CLSS09]. Programmable [HC08].

Programme [HT04a]. Programmer-guided [BEK+18].

Programm [BEK+18]. Programming [BBG+10, BV11, BF01, BDG+00, CCH+88, CWG09, Cza03, EGG05, Gus88, Gir02, Kal09b, KKS04, Kok88, Lus09b, Mat95, NPT+06, PA11, PBAL09, Poz97, RW03, Sha88, SCB+95, SMW87, VEMR17, WLB92, BH17, CCBL18, EDB19, GBB18, GDKWS15, HLG+17, LBP18, MGR12, MDH+18, SB19].

Programs [ACM92, DLB07, GL04, HC10, LWO97, NZ93]. Progress [AGL+87, BR05a, CAE+13, DJJ+19, MEK+19].

Project [BHK+06, CBB+96, PK04, BCC+01, DBA+09, DBM+11, Mic09, OKTR11, PS87, PHB04, Wit92].

projects [ACF+11]. Promising [Gir02].

Propagation [GKN+96, ASAK19].

Properties [ACG+90, DFS+05, WLC91, ZM07, AKW19].

proposl [ZKRA14]. prospectus [Bra91].

Protein [ACD07, BHK+88, Joo92, RGB+18, DSH+16]. Protocol [TNBG07].

Prototypical [WLVL+96]. Provided [LS06]. Providing [GKP97, SLL+19].

Proximal [N293]. Pruners [SLL+19].

pulse [ASAK19]. Purity [HC08]. Purpose [CE08, Gus04, BE17]. Purpose-Based [Gus04]. Pushing [THH+13].

PVM [BDG+95, Mat95, SYF96], PVMGeant [DZD95].

PVODE [BH99]. PyCOMPSs [TBA+17].

Python [FK+17, LD07, TBA+17].


Quanitized [HM91]. Quantum [DFF90, FBB+87, IKY+10, KYB+90, LIt90, SSSW91, ARPY19]. Quarks [BOD+91, BEH+90]. Quantic [uTH07]. quasi [YLL+14]. quasi-diagonal [YLL+14].

Quasigeostrophic [KM95]. Quda [JC12]. Query [SWG+03]. Querying [CHZ02].

Questions [PPS09, CGW19]. Queuing [Ish91].

RA [AMC+18]. Radar [MPG93, SB18, ZCZ+13]. radial [EKF+19].

Radio [CBB+96, CLG13, VFJ+15]. radiosity [SABB13].

Radiotherapy [DCS01].


random [PNFC16]. Randomly [CYT+02]. Range [BBA78, MH15].

Ranger [BB18]. Rare [BB02]. rate [BBG+14]. rationale [BBH+13]. ray [EEL15, PS12].

raycasting [BH12]. rays [PS12]. Reaching [CIW17].

Reacting [LP10, MVC92]. Reaction [Koi90].

Reactions [ASW91, RE92, TW18]. Reactive [PGTS10, AKC+19].

Reactor [FSS13].

Read [RWM17]. Reading [Ano02r, Ano02s]. Ready [Sim90].

Real [BE17, K01, NRR97, ODD07, TAR+08].

VR00, WLC91, Wri12, YME19, HPW+16, MJGL13, WZHG17]. Real-Time [KK01, NRR97, VR00, Wri12, BE17, YME19, MJGL13, WZHG17]. Real-world [HPW+16]. Realistic [BR03, LC06].

Reciprocating [YK07]. Recognition [BE07, RES87, CDV+18].

SKS+13].
Reconfigurable [BCC+06].
Reconfiguration [LK01, IMB+19].
Reconstruction [CSY10, FFR+10, BGM15, SSCF19, THH+13]. Recovery [BB02, BHH+13, HRW19, Sta19].
Rectangle [Ha93]. Recurrent [SMW87].
Redistribution [DP05, JW06, RRV06, SS10]. reduce [APD+15, CGW19]. Reduced [BFLL99].
Reduced-Dimensionality [BFLL99].
Reducing [BLOR18, CdVL+18, CSC19, DLY+98, JMC05]. Reduction [NRR97, ATL+15].
References [No02p, No02q], refined [Sta19].
Refinement [BDL+07, HT04b, SR05]. region [SPNB14]. region-based [SPNB14].
Regional [KM95, CDG+14, WSC205].
Regression [VS03]. Relational [MS09].
Relative [PUR94, VC89]. Reliability [RF01].
Remeshing [LDGR03]. Remote [BBL05, NTKP06, HGMW12].
Representations [AS00, WW92, CRS+19, DF18].
reproducibility [MEK+19, PBE+19, SLL+19]. reproducible [GDQO19]. Request [DD06], required [CdVL+18].
Requirements [LPJ98].
Research [Ano87a, Aus92, ABB+94, Bus87, Cap09, CDP+94, Don89, Duk91, IHMM87, KHK+09, Mar88a, Mih90, Pan97, SG09b, SKC10, TR92, BBW90, KT94, EM89].
reservation [GSA+19, Sta03].
reservation-based [GSA+19]. Reservoir [AWS01, Ewi88, KR94, KR95, PR95, ZC92, MS19]. Resilience [CGG+09, BCR+14, CBD+17, LFB+15].
Resilient [BPR18, CGW19, KS05, RMS+18].
Resolution [DFS+05, HB90, MAB07, WOS08, CHW+15, DVW+12, WDH+15].
resolved [KBY+19]. resonance [JKBW18].
Resource [AAF+01, EW06, FBBC03, MFK09, Mat03, WPBB01, YB07, CDRV15, MRD+15].
Resources [QH08]. Response [BBC+00, ZOF90]. Restart [SSB+05].
restoration [APD+15]. Restricted [CGB+94].
Results [BMR06, GNTL97, Jea13, PUR94, WLVL+96, BRGR11, BSH+16]. Rethinking [KES+17]. Retracted [IMH+12].
Retrospective [Mar88b]. Reverse [HHSM19, QHCC17]. Reverse-mode [HHSM19].
Review [Bus87, Con88, Mar88a, Nag89]. Reviews [Don87, Mar87a, Mar87b, McR87].
Revisited [MS09, SZ11]. RF [HTWS08, WW93]. ride [VFJ+15]. Ridge [ABF+08, DGH+93, HGD91].
Rigid [Nak99]. Rigid-Body-Based [Nak99]. Rings [RRV06]. RISC [Gro03].
RISC-Based [Gro03]. RNA [SCB+95].
roll [HRW19]. roll-forward [HRW19].
Rolling [FFNP97]. Roothaan [MMDA19].
Routines [CDQS04]. Routing [CHZ02, MOK00]. Run [DLY+98, LYL+16].
Runge [KR11, RR96]. Running [Fra05, MGB12]. runs [CdVL+18, SLL+19].
Runtime [AJL+97, BH00, Dar99, Kal99b, LS06, PG18, HI12, HI13, HI15, LRLG19].
Runtime-compiler [PG18].

SAR [AAC+97]. SARA [SBWS99].
Satellites [BKS+07]. saturation [CIWI17].
Saving [TNG07, SKSG19]. Scala [SFP02].
Scalability [BCSY11, DR06, FSC+11, GS05, HLW00, KIC18, MWC+05, YIN+11, DAB+12, MW12, SPHW18]. Scalable
Scalar

[CD06, CHZ02, DW97, DMT01, FKT01, HGMW12, IBC+10, JSSZ09, MCW+00, MS05, MAJJS03, SD17, SFP02, WLB92, ZLG99, ZRC+06, dPlIA03, DEE+12, EKF+19, GEKO19, HLL+19, JBO19, KHS+19, TDM+17, YB12]. Scalar

[ish91, OCC+08, FU12, KS89].

Scalar-type [FU12].

[AS00, AK91, BDP01, Ber92, BBA87, BCC+06, CWHP99, Ewi88, Fra05, GGS01, Gun00, GNB11, Her09, HLW00, HSLK11, Joh01, Key09, KUE+00, LT88, LC06, MPS15, Mor89b, NKR90, Nak99, PS87, SD87, YRA+02, ZRC+06, dSSB+08, AMB+18, BAM+16, BLOR18, BEK+18, DCM+17, EEL15, GDKWS15, GMWG10, HIT+14, HRL19, IKMS+19, JBO19, LM03, LDW+12, MBHF15, MJ16, MRD+15, STP+13, SIC+19, VOL+14, YME19, ZKRA14].

scales [BEW16, PBE+19].

Scaling [CGB+94, CK01, CLM+16, GHHS15, ZM07, GR17, INY+14, MKM+19, SKSG19].

Scattering [MBF+11].

scene [SABD13].

Schedule [SBWS99].

Schedulerc [LS06, TR17].

Scheduling

[ATN+00, BKRSR09, BPK+07, BR03, BBH+06, CJO6, CKPD99, CBL06, DLG06, Eyr06, JW06, KCC+06, LJC+10, MYCR06, SG07, TR17, WvNM+06, ABD+18, ABG+19, BPR18, GSA+19, HLC+19, Jon12, LQJG16, Mat03, OPW+12].

schema [ICPSG18].

Scheme [BG00, GS05, DM5MG18, IKMS+19, KPR17, KHS+19].

Schemes [BS88, BSS15, BBMB19, SZC12].

Schrödinger

[BFFL99, IKY+10].

Schwarz

[FGC+05].

SCIARA [SD+17].

SCIARA-fv3 [SD+17].

Science

[All88, Blo87, CD97, CDH+97b, Dom89, Duk91, GKN+96, GL09, HBSM03, HT04a, HWP03, Joh01, Mai87, Mer87, Nas92, RS88, Sab81, Web91, WWA+11, ADMP18, ACS+11].

Sciences

[NKR90, DGH+93].

Scientific

[AS00, BAA+06, BBA87, BJK07, DT99, DT11, DT17, Fol90a, Gaf88, GL97, HME90, Hab90, HLP+03, JLL04, JMC05, KPM+96, KWB06, LS90, Mar87a, OCC+08, Sal87, SE92, vLRA+03, ASHH16, CMS+11, CDL+19, CBD+17, DPA+18, DMS19, DMQS12, DT19, DCD+13, DAD+14, EKD+12, FKA+17, IMB+19, LWT+11, MGB12, PBE+19, SIC+19, TGD+19].

sclerosis [SKS+13].

screening

[ICPSG18, MSPSI15].

SE

[DEE+12, KJH96].

Sea [LPJ98, CDG+14].

Search [VDB04, CSC19, FTB13].

Search-Based [VDB04, FTB13].

Searches [FBC03].

Second [uITH07].

Second-Order [uITH07].

Secondary [SCB+95].

sectioning [KPR17].

Seeing [LP88].

Seeking [Bar09].

Segmentation [Kal09a].

Seismic

[CDH+97b, OWO98, ZRC+06, QHCC17, SFLC18, TAM+16].

Select [KKDV03].

Selected [DT11, OL05].

Selection [CY08, DTDP14, LTPK17].

Selective [RES87].

selector [dRADS+18a].

Self

[BBG02, CBL06, DE03, FWSW02, GHZ10, NC18].

Self-Adapting [DE03].

Self-Organization [FWSW02].

Self-Organized [BBG02].

semi-Lagrangian

[KRR19, MBHF15].

semi-synchronised

[MBHF15].

Semiconductor

[FWZ91, PHC+10, Lai93, Rad18, TKSK88].

Semiconductors [Cha12].

Sensed

[VLO+08].

Sensor

[AKP08, BB02, BGF02, CYT+02, CHZ02, FP02, JMP02, QWIC02, STP+13].

Sensors [FWSW02].

separated [CvG11].

September [OL05].

Sequence

[Jon92, MP18].

sequencing [MBP+18].

Sequential [WG07].

Serial [NK89, NKR90].

Series [ACD07, Mar88a].

Server

[CD97, DD06].

Servers [CD06].

Service

[HLP+03, Hua03, Mat03, WHL03].

Service-based [HLP+03].
Service-Oriented [Hua03]. Services
[AEG+03, CBA+18, ECG+13, ZKRA14].
Sesam [BBA87]. Set [JLL04, PTGB02].
sets [CDL+19, LGDH16], Severe [WJS+90],
shallow [EKF+19, EAG+19, LVA+13].
shallow-water [EAG+19], Shape
[WCDS99]. Shared
[AH93, BMWD87, Bri10, BEF+95, CDT05,
CWG09, Gt02, HC10, LRT07, MWAR+87,
NPT+06, WG07, ZC92, BH12, DEKV92,
KDO16, SB19, THDS19]. Shared-Memory
[AH93, CWG09, BH12, DEKV92, SB19].
shared/distributed [THDS19], Shelf
[LP98], SHMEM [BBDH14], Should
[Pan92]. shuffle [HPW+16]. shutdown
[LOR18]. Side [HTSK90, kLCCW07].
Sided [GFD05, LRT07, TGT05], Sidney
[Mar91], Sieves [CH94, Mon99], Signal
[FP02, PMS+04], Signals [Arn07], Silent
[BS85], silico [MSPS15], silicon
[HXW+13], similarity [LFB+15], Simple
[Kal09b, SC04h, SBWS99], Simulate
[BMT89, GMGW10], simulated [KKL+19].
Simulating [BEH+90, Din91, Hau93].
Simulation
[AWS01, ABF+99, BDP01, BHdR09,
BFNV07, CK01, Cla91, CB95, CM97,
DCCS10, DZDR95, Ewi88, FFNP07, GCL93,
GP93, HTSK90, KIY+10, Ko90, KRI94,
KR95, LP10, LWL05, LC06, MKG90, Nak99,
PPK09, PR95, PS87, PHC+10, Reu92,
RKKC90, TWK89, WBG06, WBYM90,
ASAK19, ARPY19, BSV+14, CHW+15,
DAC+14, HLH+19, HWX+13, IKMS+19,
JKD+11, JRT16, KDO16, KDH18, LPB+16,
MS19, STS17, TSH+19, TAM+16, Udd17,
VOL+14, WET+19, WSD+14, YME19].
Simulation-Based [PPK09]. Simulations
[ABAS87, BG00, BYT91, BRT+92, CBSB01,
CBB+04, CH94, DLY+98, DFMD94, FSS13,
GGS01, Han91, HKK88, HSLK11, HZ91,
KDH11, KT99, KWB06, MD99, MHS11,
Nkin+08, PTGTS10, PK04, RTG+07,
SSSW91, THC+96, AKC+19, AKW19,
BEW16, CCO+19, CGST19, CMN12,
DFT+15, FIMU19, FT19, HPW+16,
IMW+13, JBOT19, KMW+13, KBY+19,
KHS+19, LVA+13, MFP+17, PPC+16,
Rad18, RAB+15, THDS19, YWL+14].
Simulator
[BCM+03, CGGC+16, VSS+13, IKY+10].
simulators [AHB+16]. Simultaneous
[ABAS87, TNL13], Single [BCJ01, TR17].
Singular [Ber92], situ
[AGHR19, ARPY19, BCLP17, MFB+19],
situation [GCSK13], Six [WOG95, KR919],
six-dimensional [KR919], SKA [VF1+15],
skeletonisation [BE17], Skeletonization
[DIB00]. Skewers [HC08], SLA [QH08].
Slouching [Lus99a], small [PUR94], Smart
[MBF+11, Gro03], sMC [KPS18]. Smith
[RGB+18], Smoothed [PTG10], SOA
[DCL+08], SOA-Based [DCL+08], Social
[NK90, KTWL18], Sodium [DQFW90].
Soft [AG18, GHHS15, RMS+18, YZC+15].
Software [ADMP18, Ano087c, Ano087f, BV11,
BCC+01, BFNV07, CDP+94, Dar99, DW97,
DE03, DBA+09, DBM+11, DGP+97, DJC05,
Fol90a, GCD97, GKMT00, Her09, KS09b,
LRO10, LQJG16, LDB+06, MM90, PPP09,
PA11, PK04, SG09b, CSC19, DTL19,
JDDA19, JsDA+17, JC12].
Software-defined [ADMP18, JDDA19].
Soil [CWHP99], Solaris [Ano087a], Solid
[DQFW90, SK92]. Solidification
[MWC+05, SHK+18]. Solution
[BHK+88, BDL+07, CGB+94, MR90,
PRT90, RS03, uITH07, TMRR10, CSSG17,
CCBS11, CvG11, CMN12, ESW+12,
MEK+19, RDG12]. Solutions
[Fro91, WD19], Solve [BCCL09, CDH+93].
Solved [CSV91]. Solver
[BGG05, BH99, CM07, HR97, KDL01,
Mas02, PR95, AKP+18, AFL+18, BSW+14,
CIT+19, EKF+19, ESW+12, HSM19,
KC18, KRR19, KDH18, OGM+16, RMV+19,
RWM17, ZZG+14]. Solvers
[DR06, GGS01, Key09, KR11, ATL+15,
EAG+19, MSHPV18], solves [SZ11].
Solving
[BS88, BEF+95, CD97, HT04b, IL93, KS89, Km99, Man97, NZ93, SBF90, WT99].
Some [Gir02, PPS09]. Sometimes [RAGW93]. Sonic [WW92]. Sorting
[Arn07, BSK14]. sound [MJGL13]. Source
[CYT+02, BSW+14, MJGL13]. Sowing
[GL97]. Space [FBBC03, JSSZ09, MHW15, ODD07, SBG10, FU12, HLW+16, MPD+12].
space-aware [HLW+16]. Spaceborne [SKB01]. SPAI [BB99, Ma00]. spanning
[dAVCM+19]. Spark [KWEF18]. Sparse
[AD93, Ano02a, AGL+87, Ber92, BELF07, Cho01, GG11, HR97, IYV04, KC92a, KC92b, MC90, Ma00, Man97, MCG94, SZ11, SCFK04, UF89, WT99, ASH16, ATD17, CvG11, GG14, GGO16, MSHPV18, SCR11].
Sparcity [Cho01, IYV04]. spatial
[SPHW18, WDH+15]. Spatially [WBGO6]. Spatially-Explicit [WBGO6]. spatio
[STP+13]. spatio-temporal [STP+13].
Special [BV11, BM13, BH17, BE18, CKE08, DT97, DT99, DT06, DT13, DT17, DT19, HdV18, MP98, Mas19, MFB+19, ME14, Nag93, OV13, PA11, WD19, Ye04, SDS12].
Special-Purpose [CKE08]. specialization
[CBM13]. Species [BB02]. Specific
[BB96, CDH+97b]. Spectral
[BG00, CB95, DFS+05, FSN08, Tho90, DEE+12, EAG+19, MGS+15]. Speed
[Ano87d, BLM+16, Mar87a]. Spherical
[KMP08]. Spiral
[PS+04]. Spline
[Fro91]. Splines [uTH07]. Splitting [IS96].
Splotch [DGRK17]. Sponsored [Sal87].
Spotlight
[MPG93]. Sponsored
[GBK93]. SRP
[MJGL13]. SSOR
[Ma00]. Stability
[ACG+90, BE07, FWZ91]. Stacking
[BBR10]. Standard
[Ano94b, Don02a, Don02b, MPI98, THH+13, Poz97].
Standards
[Pan92]. StarPU
[HHW14]. stars
[HLH+19]. StarSs
[PBAL09]. State
[CBV97, DKMT18, MYCR06, WLC91]. Static
[BLRR01, BR03, dRADS+18b, SCB14, TR17]. Stationary
[SCFK04]. Statistical
[EGMP93, EJD+19, FWB02, Her88, MR04, NRR97, VDB04, ZM07].
Status
[MB87]. Steady
[MYCR06].
Steady-State
[MYCR06]. Steering
[GKP97, KWB06, VR00]. Stefan
[CSV91]. stencil
[APD+15, WKLB19, YFS+15].
stencil-based
[WKLW19]. stencil-reduce
[APD+15]. stencils
[SB19]. stepping
[BS15]. Stirf
[BCCL09]. Stochastic
[AK93, ABAS87, LP10, NZ93]. Stokes
[Mav02, SBF90, ZZG+14]. Storage
[KR11, GG14]. store
[KY19, KES+17]. Storm
[WJS+90]. Strategies
[BCM+03, BBCC03, GWK98, MOK00, WPBB01, EMP+18, MRD+15, OPW+12, SCD+19, SIC+19, SDF+17, SKSG19]. Strategy
[MCW+19, SVN09]. stratified
[AMC+18]. stream
[BLC17, DKMT18, LBB17]. streamed
[GG14]. streaming
[BRGR11, MAB+13]. Strong
[MKM+19, INY+14]. strongly
[ZZG+14]. Structural
[YCHH90, MJD16, PUR94]. Structure
[BH06, CGB+94, CB10, CY10, FWZ91, Jou92, KT99, Liu90, SBF95, SYF96, TMW+99, HTD+14, HIT+14, KC18, LDLD19]. Structure-Specific
[BB06]. Structured
[LDGR03, Ma00, SR05]. WBG06, Ytt97, RV15]. Structures
[BHK+88, DFC90, FFR+10, GCL93, GGI1, HB90, HA91, JP93, DSH+16, EMP+18, JKW18].
Studies
[CHT+19, CBW95, DQFW90, HOB92, HE01, LO06, SABK94, BCYS11, GDKWS15, LDLD19, SSR+14, PB19]. Study
[AS91, BF01, CDH+97b, DJ+19, GLGLB+11, GL97, HL10, HLS+17, JW06, KCKB98, KR94, KR95, LC90, MMD09, PPK+04, SCI92, TXD+07, WGT00, WLB92, WJS+90, WW92, BSW+14, BDFVP15, CGGC+16, CMS+11, DTL19, IFA15, IMB+19, KC18, LFB+15, MBw013, MCR+17, OF17, TKA+17, THC+11, YWL+14]. Studying

successful [CBA+18]. Suggestions [Ano02a, Ano02b]. Summary [Moh09, Sal87]. Supercluster [HBC+08].

Supercomputer [ATD+88, Ano87b, Ano91a, Ano92g, Ano92e, Ano93a, Ano94a, Ano94c, Ano95b, Ano95a, Ano96a, Ano97b, Ano97e, Ano97a, BBW90, CL95, CLP+99, Con88, MKG90, Mai87, McN89, MM90, MA89, Mir90, Mor89a, MR90, Nas92, Sci92, SB04, Web91, WOG95, Bra91, FU12, KMH+14, SDI+19, Duk91, MAB07, Mar89a].

Supercomputing [OCC+08].

Supercomputers [Ald89, ARB+99, AGL+87, Bai88, BBTF89, BCK+89, BWB+10, BYT91, Bro88, CDD+90, DDM87, Gen88, Mar89a, MeN89, MG87, NKN+99, YMJ91, ZC92, DCD+13, HI12, HI13, HI15, PH91, SSL+19, WET+19, ZBMK11, Gen88, Bus87, Mar87b].

Supercomputing [All88, Blo87, DFP+96, EM89, Eri88, Gen88, GKN+96, LC90, Mar89b, McN87, MMS88, Nas92, NNB+96, Nun87, RS88, SABK94, Ans92, BBB+91b, Bra91, BBW90, KT94, MP95, TR92, All88].

Superconductors [JF93]. Supersonic [MYC92]. supervised [HGW14].

Supplemented [BBBS06]. Support [BBG+10, BV11, BCC+01, CBB+04, CFF+94, Dar99, Gro03, YSP+05, RMV+19, SKZ+18]. Supporting [ZRC+06].

SUPRENUM [MT88]. surface [BCYS11, MCR+17]. surfaces [DF18]. survey [GR17, JdSA+17]. Sustained [MSK92, TAR+08]. Swapping [SC04b].

swarm [ABH+18]. SwinDeW [LCJ+10]. SwinDeW-C [LCJ+10]. SWIRL [VRB+19]. SX [LT90, Mor89a]. SX-2 [LT90, Mor89a]. Symbolic [Jea13].

Symmetric [BGG05, Gir02]. Symposium [Mar88a]. synchronised [MBHF15].

Synchronization [TGT05, SPNB14].

Synchronous [DGP+97, Jon12, WD+12]. syntax [JO92].

Synthesis [CBB+96, Kap04a, Wri12]. Synthetic [MPG93, SVBP13, ZCZ+13]. System [AM00, BGI+99, BCJ01, CL95, CLF87, CTD+05, CJK+05, DWW+12, DJC05, ESW+12, GHM+10, GS99, GHZ10, GN11, HLP+03, JLO05, JLL04, LDB+06, MWM+08, MST88, SSB+05, SG09a, uITH07, SBG10, SFP02, WLV+96, CVJ12, DEL+12, HLV+16, IBC+10, JC12, LDW+12, MEK+19, SKS+13, SH93, TNLP13, DCCS10, EDSV06, GCCC+03, MHW15, SM06, WSC05].

System-Initiated [SSB+05]. Systems [ATN+00, AGL+87, BGG05, BCC+09, BV11, BS88, BHdR09, BCC03, BRT+92, BDL+07, CJ06, Cap09, CW01, CY08, CBW95, Dar00, Del93, DFI+96, GMF88, GN11, Her09, HT04b, Ka09b, KK01, LR10, MC90, Ma00, Man97, MCW+00, MR04, NKP+00, Sim90, SDA+01, SKB01, VC89, WT99, YRA+02, de 89, DPD+03, ABD+18, BLOR18, BMMB19, BCR+14, BAP+12, CSGM17, CAE+13, CgV11, DHL16, FU12, GCSK13, GBB18, HI12, HI13, IAF05, IH15, IK18, KTVL18, KU99, LST15, LRL19, LWT+11, LVA+13, LH19, OPW+12, RV15, RDG12, SCD+19, TKA+17, WD19, YB12].

T3D [ABF+99]. T3E [BB99, Ma00, SBSB06]. Tables [vLRA+03]. tailored [FTB13]. tale [Hea15].

Target [BG02]. targetDP [GS18]. Task [BR03, CKPD99, CFK+94, CCBL18, PBA09, CHT+19, EDB19, MBHF15, OPW+12, SMZ+18]. Task-Based [PBA09, CCBL18, CHT+19, EDB19]. task-parallel [SMZ+18]. Tasking
Tasks
[GHZ10, WvNM*06, HTD*14, HLH*19].
Tau [SM06]. Taxol [CBG*94]. TCGMSG
[Mat95]. Technical [Don02a, Don02b].
Technique [ODD07, WGI09, ASHH16].
Techniques [Arn07, BDL*07, FFR*10, KM95, VS03, INY*14, MSHPV18, UZM*14].
Technologies [AB01, Dar99]. Technology
[BB02, Dar00, Mer87, VFJ*15]. Tefloin(R)
[DVC88]. Telescopes [Wrt12].
Televisualization [HE90]. Template
[Poz97, BLC17]. Temporal
[BPBL11, CY08, STP*13, WDH*15].
tensor [SCKW19]. tensor-product
[SCKW19]. Teraflopl [HLW00].
Teraflopl-Scale [HLW00]. Teraflopl
[SS99, TAR*08]. TeraGrid [Har11].
Terapixel [ACF*11]. Testbed [BCC*06].
Testing [CDT05, KDL01]. Texas [Na92].
texture [IMH*11, IMH*12]. Tflow
[LYL*16]. Tflow/s [LYL*16]. Their
[LR010, Mar87b, RES87, Ha93, PUR94].
Thelma [OKTR11]. Theme [Ha94].
Theoretic [FWSW02, WEPB12].
Theoretical [ASW91]. Theory
[BR03, Mer87, Mor89a]. Thermochemical
[vLR*03]. Thermodynamics [GKH*91].
Thin [MD99, GSK*15]. Thin-Film
[MD99]. Thinning [DB03]. Third
[Lec03].
thousands [GHS15]. Threaded
[BBG*10, LVA*13]. threads [DJ*19].
Three [BCZM07, BHBW*10, CSY10, DD91,
Egg05, LT90, MT89, TWK87, BE17,
CRS*19, LSS93, YFS*14].
Three-Dimensional
[BCZM07, CSY10, Egg05, LT90, MT89,
BE17, LSS93, YFS*14]. three-phase
[CRS*19]. Throughput
[GHM*10, McN89, AGHR19, CMN12].
throughput-oriented [CMN12]. Tianhe
[CLM*16, HXW*13, LYL*16]. Tianhe-1A
[HXW*13]. Tianhe-2 [CLM*16, LYL*16].
tightly [NOM*19]. tiled [TRS13]. Tiling
[SCFK04]. Time [ACD07, BPBL11, KK01,
LIC*10, MIF*11, Nak99, NRR97, Sim90,
VR00, Wri12, BE17, BSS15, LST15,
MJGL13, QHCC17, WZH17, YME19].
Time-Dependent [MBF*11].
time-stepping [BSS15]. times [MP95].
Tissues [BCZM07]. Titanium [YHG*07].
Tokamak [DSD*91, KPM*96]. Tolerance
[Cap09, FGC*05, GKP*07, GL04, JSSZ09,
KBW06, LRG*16, MSHPV18, SKZ*18,
SMZ*18, YZC*15]. Tolerant
[BHK*06, FD04, WvNM*06, ASHH16].
tomographic [BGM15]. Tomography
[CDH*97b, FFR*10]. Tool [RAGW93]. Tool
[LRO10, WFBF04, Ytt97, Er88, IMS16,
SDI*19, TDM*17, UCZ*15]. Toolbox
[CD06, RMV*19]. Toolkit [FK97, LJO05,
Poz97, Pap11, JJO05, LJO05, NPT*06].
Tools [CBM13, DW97, DMT01, DT06,
GRC08, LDB*06, MWC*05, MM90, Pn97,
PA11, SS89, SKZ*18]. Toolset
[KP*00]. top [WET*19]. Top500
[Fe99].
Topologies [MOK00, SW04]. Topology
[Chu99, GJM18, KPR17].
Topology-aware [GJM18, KPR17].
toroidal [IMW*13]. Total
[CHHH10, RMV*19]. Toys [SS99]. Trace
[JKD*11, NRR97, BDFVP15]. Trace-based
[JKD*11]. tracing [PS12]. Tracking
[BGF02, BG02, CYT*02, FIMU19,
RDP*19]. Trade [SR05]. Trade-Off
[SR05]. Traffic [BG02]. train [PNFC16].
Training [AM00]. trait [WLG*18].
Transfer [MAJJS03, ATL*15, KT94].
Transfers [VS03]. Transform
[DL97, BDFVP15, GLGLB*11, LDW*12].
transformation [WDW*12].
Transformations [YCHH10, TGP19].
Transforms [KNP*87, MJ04]. Transition
[YSN90]. Translations [KMPJ08].
transmission [ABH*18]. transparent
[CIWI17]. Transport
[ABF*99, DR06, DSD*91, KVY*90,
MMD98, MWAR*87, MB87, BSH*16,
DMSMG18, DFT*15, SSR*14]. traversal
Unstructured [DMT97, Mav02, MCW^+00, WCE95, KC18, WDW^+12]. unsupervised [ZCZ^+13]. usable [KT94]. Usage [FCLG07]. Use [CDL^+19, Cho01, DD91, MFOAGE18, TKS88, Mar87b]. Used [DFH^+96]. User [FCLG07, LS06, LRG^+16]. user-level [LRC^+16]. User-Provided [LS06]. Users [Pan97]. Using [BHK^+88, BKS^+07, BCR^+14, BBC^+00, CGB^+94, CWHP99, CDH^+93, CL95, CKE08, CYT^+02, CBV97, CW50, FD04, GLZS14, GNTLH97, HAF^+96, HLW00, HE01, HC08, JLO05, Joh01, KDH11, LRT07, LWL05, Man97, MAB07, MCG04, MSK92, QWIC02, QH08, Rao02, SBWS99, TM09, THL88, VLO^+08, VS03, WGI90, WOG95, ABH^+18, ASA19, APD^+15, BE17, BCYS11, BGB^+18, CGGC^+16, CIW17, CLBS17, DWT^+19, DFT^+15, EKF^+19, FSC^+11, GDKWS15, IMH^+11, JC12, KDO16, KBY^+19, KTWL18, KL13, LST15, LPB^+16, MDH^+18, MJD16, MJGL13, Pap11, PNFC16, PH19, SABD13, SKS^+13, YZZ^+15]. Utility [LS06, YB07]. Utility-Driven [YB07]. utilization [DCD^+13], utilizing [SKZ^+18].

Virginia [GNTLH97]. Virtual [BAP+12, BEF+95, DFH+96, FKT01, HWP03, KKDVO3, KKD05, LK10, THC+96, WLVL+96, ICPSG18, IK18, MSPSI15, SSU+12, CBB+04].

Virtual-machine-based [BAP+12]. virtualization [KL13]. Vis5D [HAF+96].

viscosity [ZZG+14]. Vision [Hab90, LAV09, Sha88, BE17, MBHF15, PNFC16, LPG88].

vision-based [BE17]. Visual [DFP+96, DL07, Koi90, WW92, APD+15]. Visualisation [DFC90, Foli0a, GKP97, Hab90, HBSM03, KWB06, SL87, SS89, SK90, ZLSG99, BCLL17, LSS93, HBSM03]. Visualizing [GBK93, Vivo] [CBW95].


volumetric [CLBS17]. Volunteer [KDH11].


Wakeup [TNBG07]. Walk [Wil87]. ward [DSH+16]. water [EKF+19, EAG+19, LVA+13]. Waterman [RGB+18]. Watermarking [TC10]. Wave [BBC+00, BEF+95, KGN+96, JRT16, TAM+16, VFJ+15]. Wavefront [HLW00].

WAY [DFP+96, GKN+96, NBB+96].

WBTK [IL04]. WE-AMBLE [HBS08]. Weakest [TLC98]. Weather [MHW15, WOS08, MKM+19]. Web [Men00, WHL03].

WEBCOM [MCS+06, DCSS10]. WEBCOM-G [MCS+06]. weighted [HFV+12]. Wendroff [YFS+14].

western [CDG+14, Nun87]. White [Moh09]. Wide [BBA77, DFP+96, GNTLH97, MYCR06, MAJJS03, NBB+96, GDKJS15].

Wide-Area [DFP+96, MYCR06, NBB+96]. Wideband [CYT+02]. Wigner [TC10].

Wind [KBY+19]. Windows [An01a, CLP+99]. Within [QH08, EAG+19]. without [ECG+13].

Wizard [SBG10]. Word [HRM89]. Work [Dec10]. Workflow [CY08, Dec10, DCL+08, DCCS10, GMLP08, GRC08, HTWS08, HBSP08, MWM+08, CRS+19]. Workflows [BKRSR09, LJC+10, QH08, BTRZ+19, CMS+11, DCM+17, DPA+18, DMJS19, GSA+19, HLC+19, PBE+19, TR17, TBA+17].

Workload [DB93, SC09, TCW06, Har11]. workloads [ABG+19, CBA+18]. Workshop [Lee03, DT11, LS90]. Workstations [Sal87, VLO+12, RDG12]. World [TAR+08, HPW+16]. Worm [AAF+01].

Wrapper [LD07]. Write [BPPL11, BIC+10]. Write-Back [BPPL11, BIC+10]. WS [HTWS08].

WS-RF [HTWS08].


Y-MP [AEPR92, De93, DH96, MYC92, MSK92]. Yale [SSNM92]. Yau [Tis97]. years [BBB+17]. yeast [RPdB+19]. Yellowstone [UB95].
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